Set teams up for 
Sustained Success

Rapid path to adoption of Reactive Architecture and Akka Platform, while equipping teams with a deep knowledge base for lasting technology adoption.*

Accelerate Time to Market
- Ship software to production and enable your team with a lasting technology foundation
- Develop deep understanding of how to deliver responsive, scalable, resilient applications in a distributed microservices world
- Collaboratively build a solid plan for designing, constructing, testing, deploying, monitoring and scaling your application
- Establish clear ties between technical work and business outcomes

Total Solution Resilience
- Includes a total system architecture deep-dive, delivering detailed recommendations and a plan moving forward

Onboarding and Inception
- Leverage the proven Reactive Launch program to rapidly accelerate team modernization
- Provides day-by-day structure and guidance to measure and deliver reliably

Establish Priorities
- Steelthread and Spikes. Tackle important technology spikes to prove out assumptions, de-risk delivery pipeline (Steelthread) and prove key business cases

Improve Team Skills
- Accelerated, optimized learning delivered by a Lightbend expert is layered into the overall program
- Includes personalized training plans and in-depth learning curriculum for each team member, and full access to Lightbend Academy

Construct Iterations
- Sustained focus on continuous improvement
- Progressively build platform while addressing capacity gaps with one-on-one mentorship, facilitation and coaching on Akka Platform delivery

Review and Recommendations
- Wraps up with a review and recommendations, building a roadmap for continued progress
  - One-on-one mentorship, facilitation and coaching as required
  - Creates a plan with recommendations and a path forward for the team after delivery

Duration
- 3 months

Visit lightbend.com/subscriptions for information on all our subscription and service offerings.

*Akka Platform Subscription or Akka Cloud Platform Private Offer required.